
CURRENT FDLC RESOURCES WHICH WILL AID IN CATECHESIS ON THE NEW ROMAN MISSAL TRANSLATION 
 

TITLE & AUTHOR SYNOPSIS AVAILABLE 

IN SPANISH? 

FORMAT PRICE 

Full, Conscious, and Active 

Participation y by Rev. Jim Field 

A series of eight bulletin inserts on the actions and attitudes that promote participation Yes PDF Varies 

 

Give Thanks and Praise: A 

Popular Explanation of the Mass 

by Lawrence Johnson 

A series of ten bulletin inserts on the structure of the Mass; a simplified version of the 

Mystery of Faith 

Yes PDF file Varies 

How Catholics Worship 

by Dr. Peter Zografos 

Q & A format answers basic questions on worship and ritual NO pamphlet $18/100 

How Prayer Looks 

by Paul Turner 

A series of five bulletin inserts on the significance of posture and gesture Yes PDF varies 

Liturgy and Justice 

by Lucio Caruso 

Four bulletin inserts that inspire parishioners to make the connection between liturgy and 

working for justice 

Yes PDF File Varies 

Our Song of Praise: Music in 

Service of the Liturgical 

Assembly by Dr. Judy Bullock 

Series of three bulletin inserts on the role of liturgical music and active participation No Bulletin 

Insert 

varies 

Preparing Parish Liturgies 

by Rita Thiron 

A history and outline of each liturgical book and a synopsis of major liturgical document, 

followed by practical tools for implementation 

No Book $16.95 

Spotlight on Liturgy: Seasons 

and Festivals  

by Joyce Zimmerman 

Easy to use handouts on the seasons and feasts of the Liturgical Year No CD-Rom $50 

Take and Eat  

by Andrew Ciferni 

One page bulletin insert on receiving Communion in the hand and the significance of this 

ancient gesture 

Yes PDF File $25 flat fee 

The Dialogues of the Mass 

by Michael Kwatera 

This four part series guides parishioners through various ritual dialogues, exploring 

biblical background and their function in liturgy; includes current and future texts 

No Bulletin 

Insert 

varies 

The Eucharistic Prayer: A Guide 

to Participation  by Andrew 

Ciferni and Melissa Nussbaum 

A series of five inserts explores ways in which parishioners can participate in the 

Eucharistic Prayer and how this can transform their lives. 

Yes PDF File varies 

The Liturgy of the Word  Reflections from the 2008 Synod of Bishops on the place of the Word of God in the life 

of the Church 

No Bulletin 

Insert 

varies 

The Mass: Our School of Prayer 

by Rev. Thomas Iwanowski 

Two bulletin inserts -- how  we pray at Mass guides the way we pray at other times Yes Bulletin 

Insert 

$25 flat fee 

The Mystery of Faith: A Study 

of the Structural Elements of the 

Order of Mass 

by Lawrence Johnson 

A classic – a practical guide to each part of the Mass, offering historical development, 

theological reflection, relevant documents, and discussion questions 

Yes Book $13.95 

The Mystery We Celebrate  

by Lawrence Mick 

A series of eight inserts guides parishioners to a deeper appreciation of the mysteries 

celebrated. 

Yes PDF File varies 

The Sacrifice of the Mass and 

Mission by Ed Foley, Capuchin 

A six-part series explores a rich understanding of the Eucharist as an action -- an action 

that requires the participation of the whole liturgical assembly. 

Yes PDF File varies 

This Saving Cup  

by Andrew Ciferni 

One page bulletin insert encourages reception of the Precious Blood Yes Bulletin 

insert 

$25 flat fee 

Three Minute Liturgical 

Catechesis by Lawrence Mick 

Twenty-six reflections on the parts of the Mass,  brief enough to be read before Mass, 

during announcements, or placed in the parish bulletin 

Yes PDF File $25 flat fees 




